
 
Stockholm District Championship in sprint orienteering,  

Tuesday May 1, 2018 
 
Arena At the soccer tent, Nacka Sport Center, near 

Nacka Forum. Directions from road 222 
eastbound, and from buss stops Nacka Forum 
and Nacka Forum Stadshuset. Note that you 
must approach the arena according to the 
directions from the crossing 
Vikdalsvägen/Granitvägen.  

 
Parking Parking at Nacka Stadshus. Parking Fee 30kr 

per car. Use Swish! Distance to the arena is at 
most 400 m. 

Map New map, by Oskar Karlin, according to 
sprintnorm ISSOM 2018, scale 1:4000. 

Terrain Urban area with buildings, roads, walk and 
cycle paths, and a few wooded areas. There are 
narrow passages and some traffic. You must 
always follow markings and instructions. Please 
show considaration towards all and everyone in 
the area!  

 
 
 



   
 

 

Clothing Shoes with metal studs are forbidden. There are 
no other clothing requirement. 

Control definitions Seperate at start, och printed on the map. 

Forbidden area Marked by blue/yellow bands 

Pay Runners from foreign clubs pay in advance by 
transferring the payment to IBAN: SE89 9500 
0099 6026 0494 4468 BIC: NDEASESS, or 
cash in swedish crowns no later than 11.00 on 
May 1: HD21 in the quarantine area, others at 
the Direct Entry tent. 

Direct Entry On the arena at ”Direkt Anmälan” 10.30 -11.45. 
Free starting time 11.00-12.30. 

Results On paper at the arena, on Eventor after the race 
is completed. Liveresultats: 
liveresultat.orientering.se 

Toilet Only on the arena. 

Start First start at 11.00. In HD21 sker startlistan 
efter WRE-listan. Runners without WRE-ID 
start first. Start 1 for Inskolning, U1, U2, 
HD10, 500m from the arena, follow 
orange/white bands. Start 2 for all other classes, 
1200m from arena, orange/blue blue.  

Bibs For H21:101-199, D21:201-299. Pick up your 
bib at the start. Bring your own pins! 

Quarantine All runners in HD21 must be in a quarantine 
before start due to WRE-rules. Check in no 



later than 11.10. The quarantine is located along 
the marked path from parking and buss stops 
just before the arena. HD21 runners are not 
allowed to visit the arena before running! The 
quarantine is outdoors, but ion case of bad 
weather a few tents will be provided. There will 
be no baggage transport to the arena. You must 
pick up your own baggage after running.  

WRE-ID To get WRE-points in HD21 you must have a 
WRE-ID, and have provided it in Eventor on 
"My pages"->event. 

Punsch system Sportident: SI 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, Comcard, SIAC 
(not touch free).  

Service Indoor shower and sale of sport equipment by 
Orienteringsspecialisten, lighter food items, 
light medical help. 

Coordinator  Gunilla Kreiss (gunilla.kreiss@it.uu.se),  

Courses Oscar Björck & Erik Berzell 

 

Welcome!  

 

                     
    


